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DEBEN VALLEY EQUINE 

WINTER 2011 NEWSLETTER 
 

FROM THE HORSE VET’S MOUTH 
 

                             
 Is a cloudy eye worrying?                                            What is grass sickness? 

 

EQUINE EVENING TALKS PREVIEW – GOING FOR GOLD 
Well our veterinary talks are having a change in format this time around.  We 

are extremely lucky that courtesy of Saracens Horse Feeds, Natasha Baker 
has agreed to be our main speaker offering an insight into her life, her horses, 

their training regimes and competing at international level.  There will also be 

an opportunity to watch a video of one of her gold medal winning dressage 

tests.  Lizzie Drury will be shattering the illusion of supplements and their 
labels so you will know which ones are actually worth buying.  This will be 

followed by some audience participation and really is your opportunity to have 

your questions answered.  It would help Helen Whitbread if any veterinary 
questions are sent in advance, simply because relevant photos / graphics can 

be prepared in advance and provide a better quality answer.  However you are 

welcome to question Lizzie & Natasha too or be spontaneous on the night.  

See back page for tickets & question form…. 
                                                             

• Is it painful? 
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ACORNS ARE POISONOUS – PLEASE READ MORE… 

The weather conditions of 2011 have led to a bumper 

crop of acorns.  Acorns and all parts of the oak tree 

contain high levels of tannin, which is TOXIC if taken in 
sufficient quantities.  Some horses seem to almost become 

addicted to the acorns and will actively seek them out 

rather than graze - the greener the acorns (this year they 

are green) the more attractive they seem.  Not all horses 

will eat them and a few acorns appear harmless, but in large 

amounts they will cause colic and depression, followed by 

diarrhoea in some cases, as the toxins build up.  LIVER 

FAILURE AND KIDNEY DAMAGE CAN RESULT.  So please 

pick up your acorns or fence off the area.  Check the dung 

for evidence of acorn ingestion.  Seek veterinary attention 

promptly as early treatment is more likely to be successful. 
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WORM EGG COUNTS 2011   
So far in 2011, our lab has performed over 100 dung worm egg counts (WEC).  The majority of these are part of our annual 

worming programs.  Even including a few horses with a poor or unknown worming history only 7% had sufficient evidence of 
strongyles to justify the use of a wormer.  So without the use of WECs this year at least 100 doses of wormer would have 

been given unnecessarily.  Over-worming leads to drug resistance in worms, plus additional harmful effects to the 

environment, such as pollution of the waterways & the killing of dung beetles. 

    
     Strongyle egg under              Adult Pinworm on dung             Pinworm egg under                Female pinworm 

         the microscope                                                                           the microscope                     depositing eggs     
Remember that WECs are only useful to detect strongyles & roundworm; they cannot detect tapeworm, lungworm, bots or 

encysted larvae; so at certain times of the year worming is necessary regardless.   Tapeworm can be detected on a blood 
test, but researchers are still struggling to develop a reliable test for encysted larvae (redworm).  One rather old-fashioned 

type of worm appears to be re-emerging; for several decades, we had not seen evidence of pinworm.  Pinworm do not cause 

fatal disease or dramatic weight loss / diarrhoea / colic.  The adult worms live in the rectum and the females crawl out of the 
anus to lay eggs and then crawl back in again!  Creamy yellow deposits may be seen around the anus or a few white worms 

found on top of the dung.  Some horses show no signs, whilst others may be quite agitated by the irritation under their tail.       
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

 

 
 

Care farming is the therapeutic use of farming practices providing, health, social 

or educational care services for one or a range of groups of people through supervised 
and structured programmes of farming related activity. In other words a care farm 
essentially combines care of the land (including the environment and the animals) with 
the care of people.   
A small holding in Ashfield-cum-Thorpe which aims to engage, encourage and enthuse, to bring about positive 
change for each individual, is the latest farm in Suffolk to open its doors for care farming. 
Care Farm Manager and joint owner of Downham Cottage Care Farm, Debbie Rawlinson has been working in an 
educational setting for the past 13 years with a wide range of challenging young people and adults. Whilst fellow 
owner and Director of Training & Development Jane Hegarty, has worked in Health and Social Care for 20 years.  

Work on a care farm can help put someone’s life back on track by providing meaningful 
activity and a practical daily structure. The activities undertaken are real and based on the 
daily, weekly and seasonal jobs around the farm. The benefits, of being outdoors in the 
fresh air and working with animals, improved mental and physical health; are now becoming 
more widely recognised by health and education professionals and Debbie says, “Increased 
confidence, improved self esteem, and a reduction in anger and frustration were just a few 
of the positive outcomes I observed, when taking disadvantaged young people and adults to 
my smallholding, as part of my previous job. It was this experience, coupled with my desire 
to return to working outdoors that led me to start the care farm. A smallholding is an ideal 
environment, offering a good variety of jobs throughout the seasons, whilst being small 
enough to provide a friendly and supportive environment for vulnerable groups of people. In 

essence, for me; care farming brings together my passions for running the smallholding and working with 
vulnerable and disadvantaged people”. 
Currently, the care farm is working with Ipswich Hospital to provide a programme 
for groups of people who are living with or recovering from cancer. If you are living 
with cancer yourself or are recovering, know of someone in this position and think 
they would like to participate in a care farm programme please contact the Cancer 
Information Centre at Ipswich Hospital on 01473 715748  
Alternatively, if you would like to find out more about the range of programmes 
offered and who can access them please feel free to contact Debbie on 07962 666 
820 or visit the website www.downhamcottage.co.uk  
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Also visit www.talkaboutcushings.co.uk  This is a 

new website for horse owners who wants to find 

out more about Cushing’s Disease (PPID) and its 

treatment.  It is organised by the drug company 

who supply the only licensed drug available to 

treat the disease in the UK. You can currently 
download a voucher for £15 off blood test fees 
from the talk about cushings website. 

Client Evening ‘The Veteran Horse’ held on 

March 29th 2011  This very educational evening 
was enjoyed by all those attending, with over ninety 

people listening to the talks.  We are extremely 

grateful to Jo Ireland from The Animal Health Trust 

and Isabel Harker from Spillers Nutrition who joined 

Helen Whitbread to deliver a very comprehensive 

guide to care of the older horse.  You helped us to 

raise a staggering £909.50 for donation to charity.  

This will be split evenly between Cancer Research UK 

and the Horse Trust. 

SUMMARY OF THE OLDER HORSE  
 

Cushings Disease is common; with ~10% of 

horses over the age of 15 years suffering. 
Fibre is the key to feeding the veteran 

horse – use hay replacers when grass is gone. 

Dentistry has to be tailored to age & over 

rasping avoided in the veteran.   

Pain relief & regular suitable exercise 

improves life quality. 

 

LET’S TALK ABOUT  

CUSHINGS (TAC) 
 
While many cases of laminitis have previously been thought to have been caused by nutritional issues, there is now 

a growing body of evidence that suggests that up to 80% of laminitis cases seen could be the result of a hormonal 

imbalance such as Equine Metabolic Syndrome or Cushing’s Disease – which is why we’re starting to talk about it! A 

simple blood test to measure Adrenocorticotrophic Hormone (ACTH) can be used to diagnose Cushing’s.  A blood 

sample is taken from your horse and placed in a special tube.  The blood is then separated at our laboratory and the 

plasma (part without blood cells) is frozen and sent to Liphook Equine Hospital laboratory on ice.  Depending on the 

day of the week we can have a result within 48 hours of taking the sample.  This test can also help us to monitor 

the response to treatment in a more scientific way and adjust drug levels accordingly.  

  

 

ACTH is one of the hormones produced by the pituitary gland.  The pituitary gland controls a range of important 

functions including metabolism, reproduction, growth and lactation.  As your horse ages, nerves in part of the brain 

called the hypothalamus undergo progressive degeneration, and produce insufficient quantities of a nerve 

transmitter called dopamine.  Dopamine normally inhibits the production of some hormones from the neighbouring 

pituitary, so if there is inadequate dopamine production, these hormones tend to be produced in excessive 

quantities, resulting in the clinical signs associated with Cushing’s.  These signs are variable.  

1 in 15 horses/ponies over 15 years have Cushing’s Disease – they do not all look like woolly mammoths!!!  

                                                                                   
Atypical Cushingnoid horse                                                   The Woolly Mammoth!! 
There is no cure for equine Cushing’s Disease, but there is an effective licensed medicine which helps get the 

hormone secretions back in balance. This helps to reduce the clinical signs associated with the disease – such as any 

laminitis. The ‘Talk About Cushing’s’ (TAC) campaign runs throughout September, October & November. 

See our information sheets on Cushing’s Disease & 

Laminitis on our website www.debenvalleyvet.co.uk 

2 x typical Cushingnoid ponies 

Laminitis  

Long, curly coat 

Depression 

Excessive sweating 

Increased appetite 

Increased drinking and urination 

Lethargy / tiredness / poor performance 

Reduced immune function 

Weak muscle & pot-belly 

Fat above eyes 
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AVAILABLE ONLY FROM 15TH NOVEMBER 2011 TO 15TH MARCH 2012 

VETERAN HORSE HEALTH PLANS AT THE DISCOUNTED PRICE DETAILED BELOW 

(Usually £200; £90 without bloods). 

Veteran Horse Health Plans – Is your older horse comfortable? 

 

So as a continuation of last winter’s special introductory offer we are pleased to be able to offer this 

comprehensive health check for the older horse  

at just £95 (£57 without bloods). 

 

� Eyes – check for cataract & other conditions 

� Dental examination – are the teeth wearing out, painful or gum pockets forming? 

� Neck, back and limb assessment – looking for signs of pain or restricted range of movement 

� Heart and lungs – listening for heart murmurs or irregular rhythms and abnormal lung sounds 

� Routine blood tests (looking for liver disease, kidney problems, anaemia, signs of infection or inflammation.  

Usual cost >£100) 

� Discuss nutritional needs 

� Time to discuss findings – safe to ride etc.     
 

(Cushings blood test available at additional, but subsidised cost.) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) – Strangles 
• Is Strangles still a danger to horses in the UK?   

Yes, Strangles is still around and is the most commonly diagnosed infectious equine disease in 

the world 
• What causes Strangles? 

The bacteria Streptococcus equi 

• What are the signs of Strangles? 

Signs include fever, profuse nasal discharge and abscessed lymph nodes of the head and neck. 

The swelling of these lymph nodes may, in severe cases, restrict the airway, hence the name 
‘Strangles’, but more commonly cause a ‘sore throat’ so the horse can not eat. 

• Is Strangles ever fatal? 

Yes, up to 10% of cases in the world (1% in the UK) 
• Can people catch Strangles? 

No, but the disease is similar to the human plague!!  Realistically, people play a much more 

important role by helping to spread the disease between horses often by touch or tack, feed / 

water buckets etc.  This is why yard management is so important when controlling the spread of 
disease 

• What is the incubation period of Strangles? 

The incubation period of strangles is 7 to 14 days. 
• Why do Strangles outbreaks last so long? 

Infected horses can shed the bacterium for long periods, so the interval between new cases in an 

outbreak can be up to 3 weeks or more.  Silent carriers can exist, these show no outward signs 
but intermittently shed the bacteria & cause disease in others 

• How is Strangles diagnosed? 

Diagnosis is made by culturing pus from enlarged lymph nodes, nasal discharge or throat swabs, 

but this can prove difficult and can take >4 days for a reslult.  A new blood test has been 
developed at the Animal Health Trust providing an answer within 24 hours 

• How do you know which horse bought the disease in? 

A series of 3 nasopharyngeal swabs, collected 1 week apart, will result in detection by a positive 
culture on at least one of the swabs in only about 60% of carrier animals and is expensive and 

the collection of swabs is not always well tolerated by horses.  Some horses need to be scoped 

and have the guttural pouches flushed!  So the new blood test (may need 2 samples taken 2 
weeks apart) is much easier and more reliable 

• Can I vaccinate my horse? 

Yes a vaccine is now available again in the UK – SEE SPECIAL OFFER ON THE RIGHT 
• How can I prevent a Strangles outbreak in my yard? 

Isolate all new horses for at least 15 days before introducing to the rest of the yard; blood test all 

potential new arrivals before they arrive having ruled out carriers on the current yard already!  
Vaccinate all horses on yard to prevent them acquiring it at shows etc. 

 

Strangles 
vaccination – to beat 
the winter blues…. We 
are offering a great 

money saving deal 

 
** Pay the special 

price of just £31 for 

the 1st dose & then 
only £10 for 2nd 

dose 4 wks later ** 

 

Available only for 

vaccination courses 
completed before the end 

of Feb 2012 
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FARRIERY CLINICS Are your horses’ feet balanced?  Farriers are 

highly skilled professionals and your farrier knows your horses feet better than 

anyone else.  BUT they do not have X-RAY VISION!! 

We regularly produce highclass digital radiographs of feet from several angles  

allowing us to see ‘inside’ your horses foot.  By working with your farrier our  

numerous 2D images can be ‘put together’ to create a mental 3D image allowing  

very accurate trimming and balancing of feet.   

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?? 
Because feet that are out of balance often cause lameness. 

    
Even the best farriers (and vets!) are sometimes surprised by what X-rays reveal……… 

The majority of our unbalanced foot radiographs are taken as part of lameness investigations – However we are 

able to work with your farrier and check foot balance at any time (Before lameness starts is ALWAYS preferable!) 

Staff and Training 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
   

�~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Please put any horse / vet questions here for the 17th November 
Your name ………………………………………………………….…………  

Your question(s), e.g. What is a suspensory injury? ………….……………………………….…………………………………. 
……………………………………………………………………………….……………………………….……………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………… 

 Nicky      Laura    Chloe   

Windell     Smith    Stone    

 

 

Recently shod 

– toe of foot 

is very long & 

there is 

inadequate 

heel support 

from shoe.   

Horse reshod 

after farrier & 

vet viewed and 

discussed foot 

balance as seen 

on the X-ray as 

well as the 

actual horse. 

In 2012, Nicky will attend an Intelligent Horsemanship 5 

day foundation course with Kelly Marks in Oxfordshire. 

CHLOE STONE joined us in July this year and some of 

you will also have met her by now.  Chloe has already 

attended some courses to expand her knowledge and build 

on her experience; Chloe found the lameness course at 

the University of Liverpool Vet School in September very 

stimulating by reinforcing the knowledge she already had 

and suggesting new techniques.  

 

Nerve blocks – placing local 

anaesthetic (LA) around 

nerves to desensitise 

structures that the nerve 

supplies or placing LA 

directly into joints or 

tendon sheaths to see if 

they are painful and 

causing the lameness. 

 

Zola  

      Helen   

Whitbread

Guinness Foot balance and back problems 

is Chloe’s next training in Essex 
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 DEBEN VALLEY EQUINE VETERINARY CLINIC 

         WITH SARACEN HORSEFEEDS 

                                PRESENT 

             AN OLYMPIC THEMED EVENING 
                  Going for Gold 

An inspirational talk by Saracen sponsored rider Natasha Baker, Double European Gold Medallist 

and Paralympic Dressage Rider and a chance to watch her Gold medal winning dressage test 

Do Not Settle for Silver Standard 

The supplements that will actually help your horse by Saracen Horse Feeds Senior Nutritionist 

Lizzie Drury MSc Rnutr 

Bronzed Off Because Your Horse is Broken? 

How we mend them - A Question and Answer session giving you a unique opportunity to ask any 

horse related question to Helen Whitbread BVetMed CertVR MRCVS - Please send questions in 

advance so we can prepare images to assist in answering those questions 

THURSDAY 17th NOVEMBER 2011 at 7.30p.m.  
at 

DENNINGTON VILLAGE HALL, DENNINGTON,  
NEAR FRAMLINGHAM IP13 8AD 

Doors open 7pm; Talks finished by 9.30pm  

Raffle including jumping lesson with international showjumper, Phillip Spivey 

Tickets purchased by November 6th £7; £10 on the door (if available) 

                    includes light refreshments 

All proceeds to our charities Cancer Research UK & East Anglian Air Ambulance. 

PLEASE ORDER YOUR TICKETS IN ADVANCE FROM DEBEN VALLEY EQUINE 
Also on www.horsedates 

Number of tickets required……………………..……..…           Please put questions overleaf 
Cheque payable to H. Whitbread for £ ………………………….. enclosed (include Stamped AE please) 

Your name ………………………………………………………….………… Address ……………………………………………………..………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………….……………………………….………………………………………………….………………………………..…………… 

Postcode ……………………………………..…..…... Telephone number(s) ………………………………………..…………..………………………….……...…………… 

 

Helen will also attend an Artificial Insemination refresher course this winter – Horse 

breeding is an area of great research in the veterinary field & courses are regularly 

organised.  Although the actual techniques for scanning mares and insemination are 

well understood, refresher courses such as these are offered as a chance to catch up 

with all the latest research, new drugs and ways to deal with problem mares.  The 

British Equine Veterinary Association (BEVA) only allow vets who have attended such a 

course every 3 years to remain registered on their list of approved practices. 

HELEN WHITBREAD is off to Glasgow Vet School at the end of 
November for a surgical course.  Although we do not perform 

major surgery at the clinic (why would we with those brilliant 

surgeons only 50 minutes away at Rossdales, Newmarket!) we often 

carry out smaller procedures.  Sometimes under general 

anaesthetic (GA), but more frequently under sedation and local 

anaesthetic / nerve blocks to avoid the risk of GA (1 in 100 normal 
horses die under GA) we perform dental extractions, joint / 

tendon sheath flushes, trephine sinuses, remove lumps, enucleate 

eyes, debride & close wounds, remove bony fragments, cut 

ligaments etc.  Helen qualified 21 years ago so is hoping to learn 

some new surgical techniques and refresh the old ones. 

   

Eye surgery under general 

anaesthesia in the field 

 


